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are less enthusiastic in the process of learning activities in the classroom. The
purpose of this study is to explain about: 1) development, 2) feasibility, 3) the
effectiveness of audio visual media. This study uses the ADDIE method, namely
analysis, design, development, and finally, implementation. The results showed
that students were more interested and enthusiastic about learning through
learning media, namely audio visual media. With the validation results obtained
an average score of 88.34% through material experts 81.93%, media experts
88.3%, language experts 94.16%, teacher practitioners 84.35 and student
questionnaires 93%. Based on the percentage of audio visual media, it can help
teachers make the teaching process more interesting in the classroom so that
boredom does not exist in the classroom and as a reference for other
researchers in developing audio visual media on social studies material in class
IV.
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PENDAHULUAN
Technological advances have contributed greatly in education, through technology will help educators in
efforts to deliver material in the classroom. For example, audio visual learning media, this media is a type of learning
media that contains sound elements and image elements, such as video recordings, sound slides, DVDs and so on.
Effective learning must start from a concrete experience and lead to a more abstract or real experience. Learning will
be more effective if it is assisted by learning media at school.
In order to achieve learning objectives, every teacher is required to really understand the learning model,
learning media, learning methods, strategies and learning approaches that will be applied. In connection with this, a
teacher must be able to think of a strategy or approach to be used, so that a teacher is not focused on learning
strategies that are less than optimal or monotonous, for example, guided by books and student worksheets, so that
students are less enthusiastic and often feel a saturation point in learning. teaching and learning activities.
The development of science and technology increasingly encourages renewal efforts in the teaching and
learning process in the world of education (Adittia, 2017:10). This is in line with (Syupriyanti & Miaz, 2019:598-604) it
is known that technological developments in utilizing learning media are one of the effective means to be developed,
so that they will attract the attention of students in supporting the implementation of learning in the classroom,
optimally and enthusiastically.
Audio visual media is a type of media used in learning activities by involving hearing and sight at the same
time in one process or activity (Nugraheni, 2017:120-126). Messages and information that can be channeled through
this media can be in the form of verbal and non-verbal messages that rely on both sight and hearing. Some examples
of audio-visual media are video films, tv programs and others. In audio-visual media, it displays a form of image and
sound simultaneously during teaching and learning in the classroom so that it can attract students' attention in
interesting information through the media. (Anggraini, 2018:75).
Learning will be more effective if it is assisted by teaching and learning tools rather than assisted by tools.
Social studies teaching is learning or a field of study which is a function (combination) and integration of social
sciences packaged with simple, interesting, easy to understand, and learned material for instructional purposes at
school and in the community. (Dasar, 2017:22-33).
METODE
The research and development used in this study leads to the ADDIE model which is "one of the simple and
easy-to-understand learning system models" (Anisa & KHB, 2018:4). He stated that ADDIE consists of 5 stages, which
include analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. The ADDIE model is a model that is
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programmed with systematic sequences of activities in an effort to solve learning problems related to learning media
according to the needs and characteristics of students (Permana & Nourmavita, 2017:79-85).
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Figure 1: Development Model Stages ADDIE

1. Analysis
a. Curriculum Analysis
The curriculum used at SDN Bakalan Krajan 02 Malang is the 2013 revised 2019 curriculum. The
learning that has been carried out has become a thematic part in its application which contains several
content in learning and explanations that have themes. After that, the researcher analyzed KD or Basic
Competence through material that was in accordance with Natural Appearance.
b. Student Characteristics Analysis
Students at SDN Bakalan Krajan 02 Malang have a way of learning that is always fixated on printed
book material or student worksheets, resulting in student boredom, if not balanced with variations in
learning through the media. Students are less enthusiastic without learning variations through learning
media, while learning media are able to help deliver material in the form of creations.
c. Media and Its Utilization Analysis
Media analysis and its use is carried out first by analyzing the state of learning media as the main
information delivery in a material in learning and the availability of media that mutually support learning
activities within the scope of education.
2. Design
The second stage of the ADDIE model is the Design or design stage. At this stage, start designing media
in the form of Audio Visual in the form of animated videos with an explanation of the Natural Appearance Social
Sciences material which will be developed according to the analysis carried out previously. Furthermore, the
design stage is carried out by determining the elements needed in the learning media, including:
a. Preparing thematic books for class IV
b. Looking for a theme that matches the natural appearance of the material
c. Creating video concepts based on animations and portraits of real natural features
d. Compile material from social studies subjects of natural appearance and theme book 3 sub-theme 1
learning 1
e. Designing audio-visual media, Audio-visual media, natural appearances through the 3D animation
rendering application, and wording through the Microsoft Word 2010 application
f. Voice input with material discussion via Dubbing/Recorder
At this stage, the researcher also developed an instrument that would be used to assess the developed
Natural Appearance audio-visual media. The researcher made a research instrument which included a media
expert validation questionnaire, material expert, class teacher, and student response questionnaire.
3. Development
The development stage is the product realization stage. At this stage the development of learning
media is carried out according to the design. After that, the Audio Visual media will be validated by expert
lecturers. In the validation process, the validator uses an instrument that has been prepared in the previous
stage.
Validation is carried out to assess the validity of content and constructs. The validator is asked to
provide an assessment of the Audio Visual media developed based on the feasibility aspects of learning media
development of learning media as a benchmark for revision or improvement so that it is even better in
refinement. The following is an explanation of the qualifications of each validator.
a. Material Expert
Material experts are lecturers who are experts in elementary social studies material, especially natural
features. Some of the qualifications that must be possessed by experts in this development are.
1) Someone who mastered the social studies material for elementary school, especially in the
natural appearance material.
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2) Willing to be a product tester for the development of Audio Visual learning media in natural
appearance materials.
b. Media Expert
Media experts are lecturers or media experts as testers of the feasibility of developing audio-visual
learning media products in the form of videos delivering natural features. Some of the qualifications that
must be possessed by experts in this development are:
1) Someone who is expert and experienced in the field of learning media design
2) Someone who has more attention in developing learning media products, especially Audio Visual
Social Sciences material for natural appearances
3) Willing to be a tester in terms of the attractiveness of learning media development products.
c. Language Expert
Linguists expert are lecturers or linguists as linguistic examiners for the development of learning
media. Audio visual in the form of videos delivering natural features. Some of the qualifications that must
be possessed by experts in this development are:
1) Someone who is skilled and experienced in linguistics
2) Someone who has more attention in developing learning media products, especially Audio Visual
Social Sciences material for natural appearances.
4. Implementation
The fourth stage is implementation. At this stage, the researcher tried out the media in class IV with
the help of the teacher to find out whether the learning with the media was good or not when it was
implemented. At this stage the researchers also distributed response questionnaires to teachers and students
which contained statements about the use of Audio Visual media in learning. This was done to obtain data
related to the practical value of AudioVisual media users. After distributing the questionnaires, the researchers
conducted data analysis. The first data analysis is based on the results of the response questionnaire. This
analysis was conducted to determine the value and practicality of the developed Audio Visual media.
a. Learning Practitioner or Teacher
Learning practitioners are the givers of responses and assessments of the development of learning
media through Audio Visual Media for Natural Appearance materials. Some of the qualifications that must be
possessed by experts in this development are:Guru yang mengajar ditingkat Sekolah Dasar khusus nya
dikelas IV
1) Have experience in thematic and social studies learning
2) Willingness to be an evaluator and user of learning media development products to obtain
product data.
DISCUSSION
Research conducted previously by (Adittia, 2017:9-20) entitled Audio Visual Media to Improve Learning Outcomes for
Grade IV Elementary School Students. Stating that the learning variation model follows a development in the modern
era or in technology, at least audio-visual media can help with learning renewal well. And strengthened again by
(Nugraheni, 2017:120-126) which states that audio-visual media is a type of media used in learning activities by
involving hearing and sight at the same time in a process or activity that is very valid and interesting.
The results of product testing will discuss the validation of research instruments. The results of instrument validation
by several validators, teacher practitioners and student questionnaires will be presented as follows:
No.

Product Quality Assessment

Percentage

1.

Material Expert

81,93%

2.

Media Expert

88,3%

3.

Language Expert

94,16%

4.

Education Practitioner (Teacher)

84,35%

5.

Student Grade IB

93%

Percentage Average

88,34%

Based on the table, the researchers obtained the average percentage of the Natural Appearance Audio Visual
Media assessment as a whole of 88, 34% with the "Very Eligible" category so that the media can be declared valid
and can be used in the learning process, especially on Natural Appearance material in grade IV SD.
Based on the achievement of the results of the development of audio-visual media products on natural
appearance social studies material for grade IV elementary school students, this product can be categorized as very
valid to be used during the learning process in the classroom and outside the classroom, because it has met the
product quality criteria. Audio visual media will help students' enthusiasm for learning when students start to get
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bored with teacher learning who is only fixated on worksheets or books. This product also helps the development of
the modern era in the world of education more effectively and better.
CLOSING
Based on the results of developing audio visual media products on natural appearance social studies material
for grade IV elementary school students using the ADDIE development model, they obtained the Very Valid category
after going through a long process by fulfilling the learning criteria with the help of experts or material experts, media
experts, language experts, teacher practitioners and fourth grade elementary school students. So that the validation
of the material experts who obtained an average score of 81.93% in the Very Valid category, from the media expert
validators obtained an average score of 88.3% in the Very Eligible category, from the Linguistics expert validators
obtained an average score of 94 .16% in the Very Eligible category, from validators to education practitioners
(teachers) obtaining an average score of 94.16% in the Very Eligible category, and validation to prospective users
(students) as many as 10 students obtaining an average score of 93% with the Very Eligible category. The average
validation results obtained from material experts, media experts, language experts, education practitioners (teachers),
and prospective users (students) obtained a score of 88.34% in the Very Eligible category, which means audio visual
media products on social studies material. Natural Appearances can be used in the learning process of fourth grade
elementary school students. Based on the results of development through audio-visual media products on social
studies material, natural appearances for fourth grade elementary school students are expected to help the teacher
teaching process in class easily and effectively so that by getting to know learning technology students will increase
their enthusiasm for learning and add new insights through the display of learning media products. In addition, this
development is expected to be useful for other researchers who will develop audio-visual media products at the
elementary school level, especially for grade IV with similar and can be even better in the future.
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